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abstract
Traditionally, network optimization problems assume that each link in the network has
a fixed capacity. Recent research in wireless networking has shown that it is possible to
design networks where the capacity of the links can be changed adaptively to suit the
needs of specific applications. In particular, one gets a choice of having a few high capacity
outgoing links or many low capacity ones at any node of the network. This motivates us to
have a re-look at classical network optimization problems and design algorithms to solve
them in this new framework. In particular, we consider the problem of maximum bipartite
flow, which has been studied extensively in the fixed-capacity network model. One of the
motivations for studying this problem arises from the need to maximize the throughput
of an infrastructure wireless network comprising base-stations (one set of vertices in the
bipartition) and clients (the other set of vertices in the bipartition). We show that this
problem has a significantly different combinatorial structure in this new network model
from the fixed-capacity one. While there are several polynomial time algorithms for the
maximum bipartite flow problem in traditional networks, we show that the problem is
NP-hard in the new model. In fact, our proof extends to showing that the problem is APXhard. We complement our lower bound by giving two algorithms for solving the problem
approximately. The first algorithm is deterministic and achieves an approximation factor
of O(log N ), where N is the number of nodes in the network, while the second algorithm is
randomized and achieves an approximation factor of e−e 1 .
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Wireless networking is in the midst of a major paradigm shift. At the core of this shift is a more flexible interpretation
and use of the spectrum as the medium of communication. Existing infrastructure-based wireless systems (such as Wi-Fi)
partition the available spectrum into fixed channels of equal width (in Wi-Fi, every channel has a channel-width of 20 MHz),
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and every node picks one or more (if it is equipped with more than one radio) of these channels to transmit on. In contrast,
recent work [5] shows that it is beneficial (and feasible) to vary the width of a wireless communication channel adaptively,
depending on the needs of particular applications, as well as other factors. A key ramification of adaptively changing channel
widths is the trade-off between throughput and range of communication channels. It has been demonstrated in [5,21] that
throughput increases monotonically with channel width (as predicted by Shannon’s capacity formula [23]).4 However,
transmitting on a wider channel reduces the transmission range, thereby disconnecting receivers that are far from the
transmitter. This can be alternatively viewed as a link having a threshold channel width, beyond which it ceases to exist.
Thus, while choosing channel widths, there is a tension between achievable throughput on the resulting channel and the
range of transmission on the channel. This leads to a new suite of network optimization problems, which are structurally
different from their counterparts in fixed-capacity networks.
We focus on a representative problem from this class, that of maximizing throughput in a network comprising basestations and clients. In this problem, each client is connected to a subset of base-stations via communication links.
We are required to choose the channel width of each communication link, with the restriction that all communication
links originating at a base-station must have identical channel width. Since throughput is a monotonically increasing
function of channel width, selecting a throughput for a base-station uniquely determines the channel width of its outgoing
communication links. Further, the threshold channel width of each link (beyond which it does not exist) can be translated
into a threshold throughput. Thus, our problem now is to select a throughput for each base-station; all outgoing links which
have a higher threshold get channel capacity equal to the selected throughput, while all outgoing links with a lower threshold
disappear (i.e. get channel capacity equal to 0).
Problem definition. We are given a set of base-stations B and a set of clients C with |B | = n and |C | = m. Each base-station
B ∈ B has a budget β(B), which is the total capacity that the base-station can deliver to its clients. On the other hand,
each client C ∈ C has a demand α(C ), which is the total bandwidth it would like to be allocated from all the base-stations
together.
For each base-station and client pair (henceforth, called a base–client pair) (B, C ), there is a critical capacity η(B, C ), which
corresponds to the maximum channel width of a link from B to C . To each base station B ∈ B , the algorithm assigns a
threshold τ (B) that determines the capacity of a link (B, C ) (denoted by ψτ (B, C )) as follows

ψτ (B, C ) :=


τ (B),
0,

τ (B) ≤ η(B, C )
otherwise.

Once the capacities of all links have been fixed, we want to find a flow f (B, C ) for each link (B, C ) such that neither any link
capacity is violated (capacity constraint), i.e.
f (B, C ) ≤ ψτ (B, C ),
nor is any base-station budget violated (budget constraint), i.e.

−

f (B, C ) ≤ β(B).

C ∈C

The goal is to find the threshold assignment τ , and corresponding flow f that maximizes the sum of satisfied demands of
all the clients, where the satisfied demand ατ ,f (C ) of a client C is given by


ατ ,f (C ) = min


−

f (B, C ), α(C ) .

B∈B

Note that given any τ and f , there always exists a flow f ′ which satisfies the budget and capacity constraints, achieves the
same value of total satisfied demand and additionally satisfies the following demand constraints,

−

f (B, C ) ≤ α(C )

B∈B

As a result, we will focus on flows that obey demand constraints along with budget and capacity constraints.
The benefit of this assumption is that our problem now corresponds to the maximum bipartite flow problem in networks
with adaptive channel width. Recall that in this flow problem, we have two sets of nodes X and Y with edges directed from
X to Y , along with a supersource s and a supersink t. To draw the correspondence, let X be the set of base-stations and Y
the set of clients. The edge from s to any x ∈ X (called a budget arc) has capacity β(x), that from any x ∈ X to any y ∈ Y has
critical capacity η(x, y) and that from any y ∈ Y to t (called a demand arc) has capacity α(y) (refer to Fig. 1). We call this
graph the augmentation graph of the given problem instance). Our task is to choose threshold values (i.e. the function τ ) for
vertices in X ; this fixes the capacities of all the arcs from X to Y . Our goal is to choose τ so that the maximum flow in the
resulting capacitated network is maximized.

4 In fact, it has been shown that throughput is (roughly) linearly related to channel width.
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Fig. 1. The augmentation graph corresponding to an instance of the problem.

Related work. Classically, the maximum bipartite flow problem has been solved as a special case of the more general
maximum flow problem on arbitrary graphs. Suppose the input graph G = (V , E ) has maximum flow of c from the source to
the sink. Ford and Fulkerson gave the first algorithm for the maximum flow problem in the 1950s, which had a running time
of O(|E |c ) [10]. Since then, several algorithms have been developed with better time bounds [7–9,12] finally culminating in
an Õ(|E | min(|E |1/2 , |V |2/3 ) log c ) algorithm due to Goldberg and Rao [11], which is currently the fastest known deterministic
algorithm for maximum flow. It may be noted here that a substantial amount of work has also been done for developing
randomized algorithms for maximum flow [15,17,16,18], but these algorithms apply only to undirected networks. On the
other hand, the maximum
√ bipartite flow problem with unit capacities (which is equivalent to maximum bipartite matching)
can be solved in O(|E | |V |) time [14].
To summarize the above discussion, the maximum bipartite flow problem in directed graphs with capacitated edges is
solvable in polynomial time; however, there is no algorithm which solves this problem faster than in general directed graphs.
As we will see, this is in sharp contrast to what we observe in networks with adaptive channel width. In such networks, the
maximum bipartite flow problem is NP-hard (in fact, it is APX-hard); further, we give a randomized approximation algorithm
achieving an approximation factor of e−e 1 which does not appear to extend easily to general directed networks.
We also briefly mention a related class of well-studied problems, namely unsplittable flow problems. In these problems,
typically there are one or more pairs of source and sink vertices with specific demands, and the goal is to connect the
source–sink pairs using paths such that the satisfied demand is maximized while not violating any capacity constraint.
These problems are typically NP-hard, and several variants have been studied extensively [19,24,13,3,4,6]. Interestingly,
though we have a single source and a single sink, and flow is allowed to re-distribute arbitrarily at a node, the techniques
we use to give an approximation algorithm for our problem bear similarities with the techniques usually used for solving
unsplittable flow problems. Specifically, both problems use a suitable linear programming relaxation which is then rounded
ensuring that certain cuts are large in the rounded solution.
Our results. Our first claim is that the maximum bipartite flow problem in networks with adaptive channel width is
APX-hard, i.e., it is unlikely that a polynomial-time algorithm can approximate the problem within a certain constant
factor. Specifically, we describe an L-reduction from the APX-hard Maximum Bounded 3-Dimensional Matching problem
(Max-3DM) to the channel width assignment problem. As mentioned above, this is in contrast to maximum bipartite flow
on fixed-capacity networks, where the problem is solvable in polynomial time.
Theorem 1. The maximum bipartite flow problem in networks with adaptive channel width is APX-hard.
Our next contribution is a greedy combinatorial algorithm which achieves an approximation factor of O(log N ), where
N = max(m, n). The algorithm first categorizes links according to their critical capacity in geometrically spaced intervals.
Now, observe that for any interval, we can set the assigned capacities at the nodes such that all the links in that interval have
capacity equal to their critical capacities (while all other links have potentially no capacity at all). The algorithm needs to
decide which interval to choose. For this purpose, a maximum flow algorithm is run on the entire graph, assuming that each
link has capacity equal to its critical capacity. This outputs a flow on each link. The algorithm greedily chooses the interval
which carries the greatest amount of flow on its links.
Finally, our main result is a randomized algorithm for this problem.
Theorem 2. There is a randomized polynomial-time algorithm for the maximum bipartite flow problem in networks with adaptive
channel width that has an expected approximation factor of e−e 1 .
Our algorithm uses a linear programming relaxation of the problem. Recall that the celebrated Menger’s theorem implies
that maximum flow from s to t equals the minimum s − t cut. So, an algorithm for the problem should aim to choose assigned
capacities so as to maximize the minimum s − t cut in the resulting capacitated network. Now, let us consider any linear
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programming formulation of the problem; such a fractional linear program can be interpreted as a polytope, where its
optimal solution is a convex combination of the vertices of the polytope. Each vertex of the polytope represents a particular
choice of assigned capacities and therefore, a particular capacitated graph (call them vertex graphs); these correspond to the
integral solutions we will round our solution to. The natural linear program that we consider first simply ensures that for
each cut, the convex combination of the values of the cut in the vertex graphs is large. However, since each vertex graph
may have a different minimum s − t cut, this does not guarantee that sizes of these minimum s − t cuts are large. In fact,
this linear program has an integrality gap of Ω (log N / log log N ). To overcome this problem, we design a more sophisticated
linear program and a corresponding randomized rounding technique that ensures that the minimal s − t cuts in the vertex
graphs are large.
Roadmap. Section 2 describes a reduction from 3-dimensional matching to show APX-hardness of our problem. Section 3
contains both the deterministic and randomized algorithms for our problem. Finally, we conclude in Section 4 with some
related open problems.
2. APX-hardness
We show that the maximum bipartite flow problem in networks with adaptive channel width is APX-hard, i.e., it is
unlikely that a polynomial-time algorithm can approximate the problem within a certain constant factor. Specifically,
we describe an L-reduction from the APX-hard Maximum Bounded 3-Dimensional Matching problem (Max-3DM) to the
channel width assignment problem. Our construction draws on some ideas from Lenstra et al. [20] and from [2]. The
Max-3DM problem is defined as follows.
Instance: Three disjoint sets A = {a1 , . . . , ap }, B = {b1 , . . . , bp }, and C = {c1 , . . . , cp }, together with a subset of
triples T ⊆ A × B × C . Any element in A, B, C occurs in one, two, or three triples in T ; note that this implies p ≤
|T | ≤ 3p.
Goal: Find a subset T ′ ⊆ T of maximum cardinality such that no two triples of T ′ agree in any coordinate.
Measure: The measure of a feasible solution T ′ is the cardinality of T ′ .
Petrank [22] has shown that Max-3DM is APX-hard even if one only allows instances where the optimal solution consists
of p = |A| = |B| = |C | triples; in the following we will only consider this additionally restricted version of Max-3DM.
For the L-reduction we specify two functions Γ1 and Γ2 as follows. Γ1 maps each instance I of Max-3DM into an instance
of the channel-width assignment problem R(I ), and Γ2 maps a feasible solution of R(I ) back to a feasible solution of I.
Specifically, any instance I of Max-3DM is mapped by Γ1 into an instance R(I ) that contains n = |T | base-stations and
m = 3p + 1 clients as follows:

•
•
•
•

For every triple Ti ∈ T , there is a corresponding base-station Bi with a budget β(Bi ) = 4.
For elements aj , bj , and cj for every j = 1, . . . , p, there are corresponding clients Cja , Cjb , and Cjc , each with demand 1.
Additionally, there is one ‘‘large client’’ Cz with demand α(Cz ) = 4(|T | − p) + p = 4|T | − 3p.
Each base-station Bi has one link to each of the three clients corresponding to the elements that are contained in the triple
Ti = (aj , bk , cl ): Links (Bi , Cja ), (Bi , Ckb ), and (Bi , Clc ) with critical capacity 1, i.e., η(Bi , Cja ) = η(Bi , Ckb ) = η(Bi , Clc ) = 1. In
addition, it has a fourth link (Bi , Cz ) with critical capacity η(Bi , Cz ) = 4. No other client is connected to this base station,
i.e., η(Bi , C ) = 0 for any other client C .

Note that the total demand is equal to the total budget. This completes the description of the instance R(I ). Since we
only consider instances of Max-3DM where the optimal solution consists of p triples, we have Opt(I ) = p. Now consider
the following assignment for instance R(I ): For each triple Ti = (aj , bk , cl ) in the optimal solution to I, we select a capacity
threshold τ (Bi ) = 1 and send a flow of 1 to the element clients (i.e., f (Bi , Cja ) = f (Bi , Ckb ) = f (Bi , Clc ) = 1), and f (Bi , Cz ) = 1
to Cz . All the other |T | − p base-stations choose a capacity threshold of τ (Bi ) = 4 and send flow of f (Bi , Cz ) = 4 to z. These
base-stations cannot send any flow to the clients corresponding to their constituent elements. Hence each base-station sends
a flow of 4 and each client receives its full demand, i.e., the total flow is 4|T |. Therefore, Opt(R(I )) = 4|T | ≤ 12p = 12 · Opt(I ).
We now describe mapping Γ2 . Let τ be an assignment for a channel-width instance R(I ); let c (τ ) be the total flow in
the network for assignment τ . For every base-station that is assigned a threshold of ≤ 1, we make the threshold 1, and for
every base-station that is assigned a threshold of >1, we make the threshold 4; let B1 and B4 be the corresponding sets of
base-stations. Observe that all flows in τ remain feasible even after this change in thresholds. We now change the flows in
τ so that the total flow does not decrease. The base-stations in B1 are processed in an arbitrary order and each base-station
in B1 is given a flow of 1 to every client it connects to provided the client’s demand has not been satisfied already, and a
flow of 1 to Cz . Now, for every base-station Bi ∈ B4 , we give a flow of 4 to the (Bi , Cz ) edge. If |B1 | < p, then this causes an
overflow at Cz and we move p − |B1 | base-stations from B4 to B1 . Then, Cz ’s demand is exactly met since |B1 | = p. Note that
none of the changes to the flow decreases the total flow in the network.
Now, let each base-station in B1 that has an outflow of 4 be called good; let x be the number of good base-stations. Then,
(1) the good base-stations form an independent set of triples, and (2) the total flow in the network is at most 4|T |−(|B1 |− x).
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Budget
B1 B2
20 30

Critical Capacity
C1
C2 C3
B1 100 20
2
B2
10
0
40
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Demand
C1
C2 C3
100 10 50

Fig. 2. The budgets, critical capacities and demands in the running example.

We define Γ2 (τ ) = x. Then,
Opt(I ) − Γ2 (τ ) = p − x ≤ |B1 | − x ≤ Opt(R(I )) − c (τ ).
Since the functions Γ1 and Γ2 are computable in polynomial time, we have proved Theorem 1.
3. Algorithms for maximum bipartite flow
3.1. A combinatorial algorithm
Recall that we have n base-stations and m clients. We present a combinatorial greedy algorithm that achieves an
approximation ratio of O(log N ), where N = max(n, m). This algorithm has two steps- the first step pre-processes the
given instance of the problem to produce a more structured instance while modifying the optimal solution by only a constant
factor. The second step provides an algorithm for such structured instances of the problem which has an approximation ratio
of O(log N ). The two steps, in combination, yield an O(log N ) approximation algorithm for all instances of the problem.
To describe the algorithm, we will use a running example. Let there be 2 base-stations B1 and B2 and 3 clients C 1, C 2
and C 3. The budgets, critical capacities and demands are given in Fig. 2.
We will also need the following definitions. A link (B, C ) is said to be maximal if its critical capacity is the maximum
among all the links, i.e. if

η(B, C ) ≥ η(B′ , C ′ ), ∀B′ ∈ B , ∀C ′ ∈ C .
In our example, the link (B1, C 1) is maximal. A link (B, C ) is said to be infeasible if its critical capacity is greater than either
the budget of base-station B or the demand of client C , i.e. if

η(B, C ) > min(β(B), α(C ));
otherwise, the link is said to be feasible. In our example, links (B2, C 1) and (B1, C 3) are feasible (ignoring the link (B2, C 2)
which has critical capacity of 0); all other links are infeasible.
Pre-processing. The pre-processing comprises three steps. In the first step, we decrease the critical capacity of all maximal
infeasible links until either some other link becomes maximal or there is at least one maximal feasible link. In the second
case, we stop, while in the first case, we again iterate by decreasing the critical capacities of all the (bigger set of) maximal
infeasible links. In the example, we first decrease η(B1, C 1) to 40, at which stage (B2, C 3) also becomes maximal (but is also
infeasible). We now decrease both η(B1, C 1) and η(B2, C 3) to 30, when (B2, C 3) becomes feasible.
Lemma 1. The above modification does not change the optimum value of an instance of the problem.
Proof. We prove this inductively, proving that in any particular iteration, an optimal flow before the iteration continues to
be achievable after the iteration. Denote the maximum critical threshold among all links at base-station B in the modified
instance by M (B). Also denote the maximum flow on a link at B and the threshold at B in the optimal solution by F ∗ (B)
and τ ∗ (B) respectively. F ∗ (B) ≤ M (B) since otherwise, F ∗ (B) would violate either the budget constraint at B or the demand
constraint at the corresponding client. We can therefore set the threshold at B to max(M (B), τ ∗ (B)) without changing any
flow; performing this for all base-stations B produces a solution for the modified instance which is equal in value to an
optimal solution for the original instance. 
The important property of this transformation is that we are now guaranteed a solution of value equal to the maximum
critical capacity in the modified instance. Specifically, this is achieved by saturating the capacity on the maximal feasible
link. This solution is called the maximal saturation solution.
In the second pre-processing step, let us consider all links with critical capacity at most 1/N 2 times that of a maximal
link (call these weak links). We decrease the critical capacity of all weak links to 0. In our example, η(B1, C 3) is decreased
to 0.
Lemma 2. The optimum value of the modified instance of the problem is at least half of the optimum value before the modification.
Proof. Since there are nm ≤ N 2 links overall, the total flow in all the weak links in an optimal solution before the
modification is at most as much as the value of the maximal saturation solution. Thus, either (1) the total flow in the weak
links is at most half the original optimum, or (2) the maximal saturation solution (which is also a solution in the modified
instance) is at least half in value to the original optimum. 
We now describe the final pre-processing step. We scale down all critical capacities by the minimum non-zero critical
capacity; all the (non-zero) critical capacities are in the range 1 to N 2 . Then, we round down all critical capacities by a factor
of at most 2 to one of the O(log N ) values {2i : 0 ≤ i ≤ 2 log N }. In our example, the new set of critical capacities is given in
Fig. 3.
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B1
B2

C1
16
8

C2
16
0

C3
0
16

Fig. 3. Critical capacities after rounding.

Lemma 3. The optimum value of the modified instance of the problem is at least half of the optimum value before the modification.
Proof. All the thresholds at the base-stations and the flows on the links in an optimal solution to the instance before the
modification can be halved to obtain a solution to the modified instance. 
Algorithm for modified problem instance. We set the capacity of each link (B, C ) to its critical capacity η(B, C ). Using these
link capacities, we construct the augmentation graph of the instance of the problem. We then run a maximum s − t flow
sub-routine on this augmentation graph.
Lemma 4. The maximum s − t flow obtained above is an upper bound on the value of an optimal solution to our problem instance.
Proof. Irrespective of the threshold at each base-station in the optimal solution, the capacity of each link is at most as much
as its critical capacity, which is the capacity in the augmentation graph for which we obtain the maximum s − t flow. Thus,
the flows on the links in the optimal solution do not violate any capacity constraint in the augmentation graph. 
We now partition the base–client links into O(log N ) groups according to their critical capacity- the ith group contains
all links with capacity 2i . In our example, (B1, C 1), (B1, C 2) and (B2, C 3) are in the 4th group, while (B2, C 1) is in the 3rd
group. All other groups are empty. It is important to note that if we set the threshold of all base-stations to 2i ; then all links
in the ith group have capacity 2i . The maximum flow can also be split into O(log N ) parts according to the flow carried by the
links in each group. If the ith group carries the largest flow among the groups, then we set the threshold of all base-stations
to 2i and obtain a solution to our problem whose value is at least a 1/ log N fraction of the maximum flow. Combining this
observation with the above lemma gives the following theorem.
Theorem 3. The above algorithm has an approximation factor of O(log N ).
3.2. A linear program
Our goal now is to improve upon this combinatorial algorithm. Without loss of generality, we may assume that the
assigned capacity chosen at any base-station B in an optimal solution is one among the critical capacities of its outgoing
edges, i.e. τ (B) ∈ {η(B, C ) : C ∈ C }. If this is not the case, then the assigned capacity can be increased to the closest value
≥ τ (B) from the set {η(B, C ) : C ∈ C } without changing the flow on any link. This allows us introduce the boolean capacity
choice function p(B, C ), which is 1 if τ (B) = η(B, C ), and 0 otherwise. For any base-station B, p(B, C ) should be 1 for exactly
one client C (called the choice constraint), breaking ties arbitrarily. We also introduce another new notation, CB (C ) which
represents the set of clients for which the critical capacity of their link to base-station B is less than that for client C , i.e.

CB (C ) = {C ′ ∈ C : η(B, C ′ ) ≤ η(B, C )}.
A natural formulation of the problem is via the following integer linear program (ILP), where constraints (1)–(4)
correspond to budget, demand, capacity and choice constraints respectively.

− −
f (B, C ) subject to
maximize
B∈B
C ∈C
−
f (B, C ) ≤ β(B), ∀B ∈ B

(1)

C ∈C

−

f (B, C ) ≤ α(C ),

∀C ∈ C

(2)

B∈B

f (B, C ) ≤

−

p(B, C ′ )η(B, C ′ ),

∀B ∈ B , ∀C ∈ C

(3)

C ′ ∈CB (C )

−

p(B, C ) = 1,

∀B ∈ B

(4)

C ∈C

p(B, C ) ∈ {0, 1},

∀B ∈ B , ∀C ∈ C
∀B ∈ B , ∀C ∈ C .

(5)

f (B, C ) ≥ 0,

(6)

LP relaxation. To make this ILP tractable, we relax constraint (5) and allow the function p to assume values between 0 and
1 (call this the fractional program or FLP). The natural interpretation is that p(B, C ) denotes the goodness of η(B, C ) as the
assigned capacity of base-station B. Mathematically, it can be thought of as the probability with which η(B, C ) should be the
assigned capacity of base-station B.
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Unfortunately, it turns out that this natural linear programming relaxation fails to provide us with an approximation
guarantee that is significantly better than the one achieved by the combinatorial algorithm. To understand why this is the
case, let us note that for a given choice of values of p(B, C ), this linear program is solving the max-flow problem in the
augmentation graph where the capacity u of a link (B, C ) is the following: if the assigned capacity τ (B) at base-station B is
chosen according to the probability distribution given by p(B, C ), then
u = E[ψτ (B, C )].
Therefore, by max-flow/min-cut duality, the approach used in the LP boils down to choosing p(B, C ) in such a way that the
minimal expected capacity among all s-t-cuts in the augmented graph is maximized. Given some final choice of p(B, C )
computed by the linear program, it is tempting to round it by choosing assigned capacities according to p(B, C ), and then
solving the max-flow problem in the resulting graph, hoping that the capacity of minimal cut will be close to the expected
one. Clearly, when we focus on one particular cut, say the one that separates base-stations from clients, it will be true, but
this does not necessarily mean that for all cuts, such a promise will hold simultaneously. It may happen that for the choice of
assigned capacities that we obtain, it will always be the case that for part of the clients the capacity of links leading to them
in the resulting graph will be much below the expectation, while for the other part it will excessively large, and this excess
will be wasted due to the bottlenecks imposed by not large enough capacity of demand arcs for the respective clients. Thus,
even if the expected capacity of links leading to each client is reasonable, the rounding procedure might not provide us with
a particularly good solution. Therefore, our analysis of the approximation guarantee given by this LP would need to argue
that with good probability all cuts are preserved up to some ratio, and in fact, using Chernoff bounds, we can prove that this
is indeed true for the ratio O(log(m + n)/ log log(m + n)). Unfortunately, we can show, through the following integrality gap
example, that this unsatisfactorily large ratio is not only a shortcoming of our particular rounding procedure, but in fact, it
is all that we can achieve through any rounding algorithm for this LP.
Integrality gap example. Let there be a single base-station B and m = 2r − 1 clients, where r is a parameter in the
construction. The base-station has an infinite (or very large) budget. The clients are grouped into log r + 1 groups Ci , i = 0
to log r, where Ci comprises r /2i clients. For each client in the ith group, i.e. C ∈ Ci , the critical capacity η(B, C ) is 2i and
demand α(C ) is 2i / log r. A solution to the fractional program is the following:
p(B, C ) =
f (B, C ) =

2i
r log r
2i − 1
log r

,

∀ B ∈ B , ∀ C ∈ Ci

,

∀B ∈ B , ∀C ∈ Ci .

It can be verified that these assignments of values satisfy all the constraints in the linear program. Then, the total satisfied
demand is


log r  i
−
2 −1 r 
2i

log r

i =0

= Θ (r ).

However, suppose we choose any particular threshold 2k in the optimal integral solution. Then,


0,
f (B, C ) ≤ 2j / log r ,
2k ,

if j < k,
if k ≤ j < k + log log r ,
otherwise.

This gives a total satisfied demand of
k+log log r −1

−
j =k



2j
log r

 
r
2j

j=log r

+

−
j=k+log log r

k

2

r
2j


=O

r log log r
log r




=O

r log log m
log m



.

We thus obtain an Ω (log m/ log log m) integrality gap for this LP.
3.3. An alternative linear program
In this section, we will describe a more sophisticated ILP which overcomes the shortcomings of the previous ILP. Note
that our goal is to choose assigned capacities such that the augmentation graph has a large maximum flow, or equivalently
by Menger’s theorem, a large minimum cut. The previous FLP ensures that each cut has large capacity in expectation and
therefore the minimum among the expected capacities of the cuts is large; this however does not guarantee that the expected
capacity of the minimum cut is large. We need this stronger guarantee from our LP. To achieve this goal, we design an LP
which yields a family of flows corresponding to the different choices of assigned capacities, and ensures that the expected
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value of these flows is large. This will imply that the expected capacity of the minimum cut is large, and therefore provides
stronger guarantees than the previous LP. Precisely, we consider the following ILP.

maximize

− −

fC ′ (B, C ) subject

to

B∈B C ′ ,C ∈C

−

fC ′ (B, C ) ≤ p(B, C ′ )β(B),

∀B ∈ B , ∀C ′ ∈ C

(7)

C ∈C

−−

fC ′ (B, C ) ≤ α(C ),

∀C ∈ C

(8)

B∈B C ′ ∈C

fC ′ (B, C ) ≤

−



0,
p(B, C ′ ) min{η(B, C ′ ), α(C )},

p(B, C ) = 1,

if η(B, C ) < η(B, C ′ )
otherwise

∀B ∈ B

∀B ∈ B , ∀C , C ′ ∈ C

(9)
(10)

C ∈C

p(B, C ) ∈ {0, 1},

∀B ∈ B , ∀C ∈ C
∀B ∈ B , ∀C , C ′ ∈ C .

(11)

fC ′ (B, C ) ≥ 0,

(12)

Before moving on to the analysis of the algorithm, let us verify that the new ILP does represent the original problem.
To do this, let us fix some optimal solution (τ ∗ , f ∗ ) for the original problem. Consider now a solution to our ILP defined as
follows. For each base-station B we set p(B, C ) = 1 if B chooses η(C ) as its assigned capacity i.e. if τ ∗ (B) = η(B, C ); otherwise
p(B, C ) = 0. Next, for each link (B, C ), we set fC ′ (B, C ) = f ∗ (B, C ) if τ ∗ (B) = η(B, C ′ ), and fC ′ (B, C ) = 0 otherwise. Observe
that all the constraints are preserved, and the objective value corresponding to this solution has a value equal to that for the
optimal solution. The converse direction is similar and we omit it for brevity.
The key to understanding this ILP is the rounding technique that we employ in our approximation algorithm; so let us
describe our algorithm first. We relax the integrality constraint, i.e. constraint (11) and allow the variables p to take any
value between 0 and 1, both inclusive. We solve the resulting FLP, and then round the solution to obtain an integral solution.
It is in this rounding procedure that the crux of our algorithm lies. We choose assigned capacities according to p(B, C ), noting
that for a fixed base-station B, p(B, C ) is a valid probability distribution. Now, for any base-station B, if the assigned capacity
τ (B) = η(B, C ′ ), then for each link (B, C ), we add a flow of gC ′ (B, C ) ≡ fC ′ (B, C )/p(B, C ′ ) to the s − B − C − t path in
the augmentation
graph. Crucially, this does not violate the budget constraint at any base-station B since the total outflow
∑
′
at B is
C ∈C gC (B, C ), which is at most β(B) by constraint (7); neither does it violate the capacity constraint on any link
(B, C ) since constraint (9) ensures that the flow on ∑
link (B, C ) is at most ψτ (B, C ). Hence, we focus on analyzing violations
of the demand constraints. The total inflow at C is B∈B gC ′ (B) (B, C ), where C ′ (B) is the client chosen by base-station B in
the rounding. Unfortunately, assigning these flow values simultaneously for all base-stations might lead to an overflow in a
demand arc (i.e., a demand constraint violation). For a client with overflow, we decrease the incoming flows arbitrarily until
the flow on the link to t exactly matches its capacity (we call this the truncation step). Since such a truncated flow is feasible,
our ultimate goal is to prove that the truncation step decreases the initial flow only by a constant fraction in expectation.
Let F (B, C ) be the random variable denoting the flow on link (B, C ); clearly, F (B, C ) = gC ′ (B, C ) with probability p(B, C ′ )
and its expectation

E[F (B, C )] = f (B, C ) ≡

−
C ′ ∈C

fC ′ (B, C ) =

−

p(B, C ′ )gC ′ (B, C ).

C ′ ∈C

Constraint (8) states that the expected inflow B∈B f (B, C ) at client C is at most its demand α(C ). Also, for a given C , the
F (B, C ) values are independent. Finally, constraint (9) enforces that F (B, C ) ≤ α(C ) irrespective of the choice of the assigned
capacity at base-station B, (i.e. inflow due to a single base-station at a client never exceeds the demand of the client). Thus,
we ensure that there is some cap on the wasted capacity, i.e. the capacity in the base-client links that is left unused due to
truncation; such a cap was absent in the previous formulation and, as we will see, this additional condition will be sufficient
for our purpose.

∑

Note. The rounding procedure can be simplified in an actual implementation. Once we obtain the assigned capacities of all the
base-stations using randomized rounding as described above, we can run a maximum flow algorithm on the augmentation
graph. Note that this achieves at least as much (and potentially more) flow as that achieved by the rounding procedure
described above. So an actual implementation of our algorithm will rather employ a maximum flow sub-routine than the
above procedure for determining flows. However, we assume that our algorithm uses the above procedure since it would
be simpler to analyze—all bounds proved using this assumption hold for an actual implementation using maximum flow as
well.
Analysis. If there are n base-stations and m clients, then the algorithm clearly runs in time polynomial in N = max(n, m).
So, we focus on proving guarantees on the approximation factor of the algorithm. By the discussion in the previous section,
we know that in our rounding procedure the difference between the objective value of the solution to the FLP and the actual
flow that we obtain, consists solely of the amount of initial flow that we have to truncate due to overflows at clients. Thus our
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main task is to prove upper bounds on the expected overflow. Let F (C ) ≡
B∈B F (B, C ) be the random variable denoting
total inflow at C before truncation and T (C ) ≡ min(F (C ), α(C )) be the random variable representing the inflow at C after
truncation. We would like to show that

∑

E[T (C )] ≥ (1 − 1/e)E[F (C )].

(13)

Then,

E


−


T (C )




−

≥ (1 − 1/e)E

C ∈C

F (C )

≥ (1 − 1/e)T ∗ ,

(14)

C ∈C

where T ∗ is the total flow in an optimal integral solution. This proves Theorem 2, which was stated in Section 1.
To establish inequality (13), we will need the following theorem (a similar proof appears in [1]).
Theorem 4. Suppose we have a sequence of independent
∑n discrete random variables X1 , X2 , . . . , Xn such that each Xi has finite
support and 0 ≤ Xi ≤ 1. Furthermore, suppose X =
i=1 Xi and E[X ] ≤ 1. If Y = min(X , 1), then

E[Y ] ≥ (1 − 1/e)E[X ].
We first use this theorem to prove inequality (13), and then give a proof of the theorem itself. If, for client C , we define
Xi = F (Bi , C )/α(C ) (where B = {B1 , . . . , Bn }) and Y = T (C )/α(C ), then such Xi s and Y satisfy the assumptions of the
theorem. Thus, we can conclude that

E[T (C )] = α(C )E[Y ] ≥ (1 − 1/e)α(C )E[X ] = (1 − 1/e)E[F (C )].
Proof of Theorem 4. Our proof has the following outline. We assume for the sake of contradiction that there exists a
sequence {X̂1 , X̂2 , . . . , X̂n } of discrete random variables such that






−

E[Ŷ ] = E min

X̂i , 1

< (1 − 1/e)E[X̂ ] = (1 − 1/e)E

i



−

X̂i .

i

We call such a sequence (X̂i ) a nemesis sequence. First, we prove that we can assume without loss of generality, that X̂i s are
0–1 random variables. Then, we prove our theorem for 0–1 random variables, thus arriving at a contradiction for the general
case.
Let S (X̂i ) be the number of distinct values other than 0 and 1 for which X̂i has non-zero probability. Now, let us consider
∑
∑
a nemesis sequence (X̂i ) that minimizes
i S (X̂i ). We will prove that if
i S (X̂i ) > 0 then there exists another nemesis
sequence (
Xi ) with

∑

i

S (
Xi ) <

∑

i

S (X̂i ). The minimality of (X̂i ) implies there exists a nemesis sequence with

∑

i

S (X̂i ) = 0,

i.e. (X̂i ) is a sequence of 0–1 variables.
∑
If i S (X̂i ) > 0, then there exists some k such that S (X̂k ) > 0, which in turn means that there exists some 0 < a < 1

such that Pr [X̂k = a] = p > 0. Suppose that this X̂k takes value of 0 and 1 with probability q ≥ 0 and r ≥ 0 respectively
(note that p, q and r do not necessarily sum to 1). Now, consider another random variable 
Xk that is distributed identically to
X̂k except that the probabilities of a, 0 and 1 are changed to 0, q + (1 − a)p and r + ap respectively. Note that E[
Xk ] = E[X̂k ],
0 ≤
Xk ≤ 1 and S (
Xk ) = S (X̂k ) − 1. So, if we define 
Xi = X̂i for i ̸= k, then E[X̂ ] = E[
X ] ≤ 1. We would like to compare
E[Ŷ ] to E[
Y ] ≡ E[min{
X , 1}]. Note that by our definition, for any δ ≥ 0,
Pr [
X −
Xk = δ] = Pr [X̂ − X̂k = δ].
Thus, to prove that E[
Y ] ≤ E[Ŷ ], it is sufficient to prove that

E[
Y |
X −
Xk = δ] ≤ E[Ŷ |X̂ − X̂k = δ],
for all δ ≥ 0.
Clearly, if δ ≥ 1 then

E[
Y |
X −
Xk = δ] = 1 = E[Ŷ |X̂ − X̂k = δ];
so the inequality holds. On the other hand, for δ < 1,

E[
Y |
X −
Xk = δ] − E[Ŷ |X̂ − X̂k = δ] = E[min{
Xk , 1 − δ}] − E[min{X̂k , 1 − δ}]

= ap(1 − δ) − p min{a, 1 − δ} ≤ 0.
Thus, E[
Y ] ≤ E[Ŷ ], which proves that {X̂i } had to be a zero–one nemesis sequence by minimality of

∑

i

S (X̂i ).
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Now, when {X̂i } is zero–one,

E[Ŷ ] = Pr [X̂ ≥ 1]

= 1−

∏

(1 − Pr [X̂i = 1])

i

n


≥ 1− 1−

−

E[X̂i ]/n

i

≥ 1 − e−E[X̂ ]
≥ (1 − 1/e)E[X̂ ],
as desired, where in the first inequality we used the fact that

−

Pr [X̂i = 1] =

i

−

E[X̂i ] = E[X̂ ],

i

and the arithmetic/geometric mean inequality; and the last inequality follows from a Taylor expansion using the fact that
E[X̂ ] ≤ 1. 
Observe that this theorem is tight for n i.i.d. 0–1 random variables Xi with Pr [Xi = 1] = 1/n. Further, since it holds for
any set of discrete random variables, it can be extended to continuous random variables as well using compactness.
4. Conclusion and open problems
The ability to adaptively change channel widths in wireless networks introduces interesting algorithmic problems. In
this paper, we studied a throughput maximization problem in infrastructure wireless networks that was equivalent to the
maximum flow problem in bipartite graphs with adaptive channel width. We gave an LP-rounding based algorithm for
this problem that has an approximation ratio of e/(e − 1); independent of our work, Chandra Chekuri has suggested that
the same result also follows from a submodularity-based analysis. A natural and interesting generalization of this question
is maximizing throughput (i.e. flow) in a general (i.e. possibly non-bipartite) graph with adaptive channel width. Another
important problem in wireless networks is scheduling, which often translates to coloring problems. It would be interesting to
explore the ramifications of adaptively changing channel widths on graph coloring problems. As a first step, we might want
to understand the implications of adaptively changing capacities on the matching problem, since the matching constraint
can be interpreted as a particularly simple edge coloring constraint. Finally, we note that bi-criteria (or multi-criteria) graph
optimization problems have not been studied extensively (at least compared to their single criterion variants), often because
it turns out that the minimum cost network satisfying multiple criteria is essentially a juxtaposition of individual networks
that are optimal from the point of view of one of the criteria. However, the ability to adaptively change channel widths
might make it possible to design a single network that is optimal from the point of view of any of the given criteria as
long as we choose a corresponding optimal threshold settings. Thus, bi-criteria (or multi-criteria) optimization problems in
such networks might be substantially different in their combinatorial structure from their counterparts in fixed-capacity
networks.
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